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Research Question

How can technology be used to teach language arts skills in a bilingual setting?

Literature Review

- **SMARTboard**: Hur and Suh (2012) noted that students’ second-language vocabulary acquisition improved significantly after using SMARTboard.
- **iPad**: Kucirkova, Messer, Shechy, and Panadero (2013) found that the use of iPad applications encouraged student collaborative skill building and increased engagement with language arts content.
- **Internet**: Yunus, Nordin, Selehi, Embi, and Salehi (2013) discussed how the Internet provided students with practical applications of the target language, such as online newspapers.

Methodology

- Bilingual kindergarten classroom
- Technology center utilizing SMARTboard, iPad, and Internet.
- Skills: setting, visualization, sequence of events, and phonemic awareness
- Qualitative analysis of field notes, student assessments, and questionnaires.
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